
School Counselor 
Coffee Talk

January 15th, 7pm
Location: Counseling Classroom

Topic: YouTube & Parenting in a digital age
Join us as we discuss the positives & negatives of the world of YouTube, current research on 
the developing brain & technology, & freelancing (such as being a youtuber) as a new career 

trend.



Why Do Kids Love YouTube?

http://www.top10bestreview.in/top-10-most-subscribed-youtube-channels/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FunCan watch people play games and get better themselvesWatch cat videosFunny dance videos (think fortnite)Watch games they aren’t allowed to play but can find someone playing on youtubeTic Toc is similar.  Lots more texting/talking on tic toc for students

http://www.top10bestreview.in/top-10-most-subscribed-youtube-channels/


Virtual World
Immediate Gratification

Seems “Easy”
Educational Learning

Quotes from students:
“I can be lazy & stay in my PJ’s all day and be rich.”
“I can research stuff I want to learn more about.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MerchSubsadsenseSeems so easy..  Kids have no idea the video editing and often team that work behind the scenes (ring lights, cameras, so much money needed)Big companies sponsor youtubers and do take money (team 10/paul brothers…  others that are not open about it.  NDA’s)



https://www.commonsensemedia.org/video/advice/youtube
For more information from common sense media click on the link below:

How do I help my child navigate the world of YouTube?

https://youtu.be/N8P_6aj8VbU

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/video/advice/youtube
https://youtu.be/N8P_6aj8VbU


Make sure you as the parent have control over the account.  
Either create a family YouTube account or keep the password for your child’s 
account & if they change it without your permission they lose the account

Learn About YouTube –Use it yourself 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check homeMake sure kids subscribe to their favoritesCheck historyConsider youtube kids (turn search off)  is very limiting though



What you need to know about internet addiction
Dr. Kimberly Young | TEDxBuffalo

https://youtu.be/vOSYmLER664

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharing to watch later.

https://youtu.be/vOSYmLER664


How Can I Monitor My Child’s YouTube Use?

Apps

Step By Step Directions: Set Up Parental 
Controls On YouTube
https://blog.real.com/resources/youtube-
parental-controls/

On YouTube

https://blog.real.com/resources/youtube-parental-controls/


Psychology Today – Technology Is Changing The Way Children Think & Focus

Technology changes the way kids socialize and interact with others, which can have huge impacts on their 
mental and emotional well-being. It has now become common knowledge that high levels of social media 
use, in both kids and adults, can lower self-esteem and create negative moods. However, all types of 
technology can actually have negative effects on children when used in excess, because they lower 
children’s frequency of interacting with their peers. This makes it more difficult for them to pick up on social 
cues and develop meaningful relationships with others — something that can have serious negative 
consequences as they grow and develop. They also have a difficult time developing emotions the same way 
other kids would if they spend too much of their time with technology and not enough time being engaged 
while in the presence of others.

Exposure to technology isn’t all bad. Research shows that, for example, video games and other screen 
media improve visual-spatial capabilities, increase attentional ability, reaction times, and the capacity to 
identify details among clutter. Also, rather than making children stupid, it may just be making them different. 
For example, the ubiquitous use of Internet search engines is causing children to become less adept at 
remembering things and more skilled at remembering where to find things. Given the ease with which 
information can be find these days, it only stands to reason that knowing where to look is becoming more 
important for children than actually knowing something. Not having to retain information in our brain may 
allow it to engage in more “higher-order” processing such as contemplation, critical thinking, and problem 
solving.

What does all this mean for raising your children? The bottom line is that too much screen time and not 
enough other activities, such as reading, playing games, and good old unstructured and imaginative play, 
will result in your children having their brains wired in ways that may make them less, not more, prepared to 
thrive in this crazy new world of technology.

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-power-prime/201212/how-
technology-is-changing-the-way-children-think-and-focus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Link is to entire article in psychology today.  Great place to start researching 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-power-prime/201212/how-technology-is-changing-the-way-children-think-and-focus


Top Technology Use Tips

• Moderation - Instead of prohibiting technology use altogether, set daily limits for how long children can use 
technology each day. Talk with them about what seems reasonable and keep their schedules in mind. 

• Play Time – Encourage kids to participate in exercise, spend time outdoors, or socialize with friends in ‘real 
life’ instead of online! Help them sign up for a sport, schedule play dates, or let them have frequent informal 
play time with neighborhood kids (you may need to coordinate with other neighborhood parents on 
availability days/times).

• Set Screen Time Limits – Teach your child to limit their own online screen time.  Set a daily limit that 
includes all electronics (including TV).   

• Purposeful Tech Time – Help your child prioritize.  Pick a TV show or youtube channel they are really 
excited to watch, or have them only use their social media when they want to send a message to friends. 
This will help them enjoy technology more and will prevent the mindless usage that is problematic for many 
people.

• Set A Good Example - If your kids see you on your phone or computer constantly, they will also want to 
use technology all the time.  Have family tech limits!  Save the Netflix sessions for after they’ve gone to bed.

Although navigating this world of technology can be quite tricky, it can also have many benefits for both kids 
and adults. We have to remember technology is relatively new and long term studies for the effects to the 
development of children in the digital age isn’t available as of yet. By putting limits on technology usage and 
being aware of the potential negative consequences of overuse, both kids and adults can have peace of mind 
and get more from the technology that they use.

A recent Upwork study found that about 47 percent of millennials, compared 
to 36 percent of the total U.S. workforce, already engage in freelance work, 
and more than half of all U.S. workers are expected to freelance by 2027.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My 2 cents, based on my research, personal use, and chatting with our students specificallyFreelancing is up and coming.  Pos and neg – does require major self motivation

https://www.upwork.com/press/2017/10/17/freelancing-in-america-2017/
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